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1. Introduction

Leisure Suit Larry 5 is the fourth game in the Larry series, for the simple reason that Larry forgot his fourth adventure and 
so it never existed as a game. Near the end of the third adventure however, Larry met a piano player named Passionate Patti. 
After falling in love with her, they ended up leaving each other near the end of the game. At the start of this game, Larry 
Laffer is working for PornProdCorp, a company that sends him off to find three beautiful women to star in a TV show. 
Passionate Patti has been hired by the FBI to investigate the activities of two music companies. Unknown to both of them is 
the fact that they are both working on similar tasks which may reunite them.

2. Walkthrough

PORNPRODCORP

Use the coffee machine to make a cup of coffee. Larry walks into Scruemall's office to give him the coffee. If you chose to 



skip the introductory sequence, the game will start here. Look at the plastic model at the bottom-right corner of the room. 
Use the water cooler. Walk north-west to the workshop. Use the radio on the workbench and then either choose a song or 
select eject to quit. Open the left drawer and get the battery charger. Use the disinfectant barrel. Get the tapes from the desk 
at the bottom-right corner of the room. Use all three tapes in the degausser at the right side of the workbench.

Exit the workshop. Open the top door to enter the filing room. Get the AeroDork card from the card imprinter on the desk. 
Open the top drawer of the right filing cabinet and get the three resumes. Look at Michelle Milken's resume to find a 
napkin. Look at Lana Luscious' resume to find a matchbook. Look at Chi Chi Lambada's resume to find a business card. 
Look at the business card. South. East. Look at the statue on the fountain. Use the limo to ride to the airport.

LOS ANGELES AIRPORT

Use the ATM and put the AeroDork card in the slot. Select New York and enter the destination code from the game manual.  
Get the boarding pass and the AeroDork card. Use the doors near the limo to enter the airport. West. Use the battery charger 
on the plug socket and then use the camcorder on the battery charger. Look at the camcorder until the battery strength is 
100%. Get the camcorder. East. Show the AeroDork card to the camera to enter the lounge. Put the boarding pass in the 
boarding pass machine at the right side of the door to board the plane. Get the Aerodork magazine in the seat pocket. The 
game will switch to Patti.

FBI LABORATORY

Look at the left scientist. Look at the right scientist. East. Commander Twit will give Patti a contact telephone number. 
Look at the scientist. Open the right door to get the safety first field locater device. West. Open the right door to exit the 
laboratory. Enter the limo. Use the phone and dial 556-2779 to call Desmond. Select either choice and then get the fax. Use 
the phone again to receive information on the other option. Get the fax. Exit the limo. Enter the laboratory. Get the hooter 
shooter from the workbench. Look at the hooter shooter in the inventory. Use the hooter shooter on Patti. East. Get the two 
DataPaks and the DataMan from the workbench. West. Open the right door to exit the laboratory. Enter the limo. Get the 
bottle of champagne. Combine the Reverse Biaz DataPak with the DataMan in the inventory. Show the DataMan to the 
driver to drive to the Shill Building. The game will switch to Larry.



NEW YORK AIRPORT

South. West. Look at the middle advertisement to discover the number for Checker Limo Co. East. Use the charity cannister 
to get a quarter. East. Use the quarter in the left phone and dial 552-4668 to call a limo. West. South. Use the limo. Get the 
DayTrotter at the left side of the limo and then use it in the inventory to find credit cards and money. Show the Hard Disk 
Cafe Napkin to the driver.

HARD DISK CAFE

Walk behind the plant at the right side of the entrance. Enter the cafe. Talk to the maitre d' nine times. Get the membership 
tape and use it on the tape reader to enter the dining area. Sit down at the chair and wait for Michelle Milken to walk by.  
South. Use the AeroDork magazine in the inventory to read an article about computer punch cards. Use the membership 
tape on the music box to update the tape to superuser status.

Use the membership tape on the tape reader to enter the dining area. Use the membership tape on the second tape reader to 
to enter the Herman Hollerith room. Combine the videotape with the camcorder in the inventory and then use the camcorder 
to turn it on. Talk to Milken five times to join her at the table. Give her the DayTrotter, the credit cards and the money. 
Larry will record with the camcorder to get the Milken tape. Turn off the camcorder. Use the phone on the desk near the 
maitre d' and dial 552-4668 to call a limo. Exit the cafe and use the limo to travel to the airport.

NEW YORK AIRPORT

Use the ATM and put the AeroDork card in the slot. Select Atlantic City and enter the destination code from the game 
manual. Get the boarding pass and the AeroDork card. Use the doors near the limo to enter the airport. West. Combine a 



videotape with the camcorder in the inventory. Use the battery charger on the plug socket and then use the camcorder on the 
battery charger. Look at the camcorder until the battery strength is 100%. Get the camcorder. East. Show the AeroDork card 
to the camera to enter the lounge. Put the boarding pass in the boarding pass machine at the right side of the door to board 
the plane. The game will switch to Patti.

SHILL BUILDING

Enter the building. Look at the lobby directory at the left side of the room. Look at des Rever Records. Talk to the guard and 
show him the Reverse Biaz fax to travel to the waiting room. Get the gold record and use it on the turntable. Press the play 
button. Use the tone arm and wait for the message to appear. Press the reverse button and wait for the message to appear. 
Press the right button to increase the speed of the record, and wait for the message to appear. Press the forward button and 
wait for the message to appear. Press the stop button. Get the gold record and then exit the view of the turntable. Open the 
door to enter the recording studio. Use the keyboard for the first two takes and Patti will then play automatically on the third 
take. When Biaz mentions technique, give him the champagne to get the tape. Show the P.C. Hammer fax to the limo driver. 
The game will switch to Larry.

ATLANTIC CITY AIRPORT

South. West. Use the second slot machine to get a quarter. East. Look at the middle advertisement to discover the number 
for Tramp Limo Service. East. Use the quarter in the second phone and dial 553-4468 to call a limo. West. South. Use the 
limo. Show the Tramp Casino matchbook to the driver.

TRAMP CASINO

Talk to Cheri twice outside the entrance of the casino and enter any number to get ten silver dollars. Use the door to enter 
the casino. Use the poker machine and play until you win at least $525. Select the cash out button to exit the machine. 
North. Give the silver dollars to the bouncer. North. Look at the woman on the stage. South. South. East.



BOARDWALK

East. East. East. Enter Ivana's skate shop. Walk toward the counter and give her the camcorder to get roller skates. Exit the 
shop. Sit on the bench and then use the skates on Larry. East. Skate into Lana Luscious when she appears and she will sit on 
the bench with Larry. Talk to her five times, and she will invite Larry to the mud wrestling show. West. Use the bench and 
then use the skate icon on Larry to remove the skates. Enter Ivana's skate shop. Walk toward the counter and give her the 
roller skates to get the camcorder. Exit the shop. West. West. West. West. Use the door to enter the casino.

TRAMP CASINO

North. Give the silver dollars to the bouncer and select the "Lemme at 'em!" option.  Combine the videotape with the 
camcorder in the inventory and then use the camcorder to turn it on. North. Select the body parts that appear on screen to 
complete the mud fight, which Larry will record with the camcorder. Talk to the man at the casino entrance and select yes to 
call a limo. Use the limo to travel to the airport.

ATLANTIC CITY AIRPORT

Use the ATM and put the AeroDork card in the slot. Select Miami and enter the destination code from the game manual. 
Get the boarding pass and the AeroDork card. Use the doors near the limo to enter the airport. West. Combine a videotape 
with the camcorder in the inventory. Use the battery charger with the plug socket and then use the camcorder with the 
battery charger. Look at the camcorder until the battery strength is 100%. Get the camcorder. East. Show the AeroDork card 
to the camera to enter the lounge. Put the boarding pass in the boarding pass machine at the right side of the door to board 
the plane. The game will switch to Patti.



K-RAP RADIO

Use the door to enter the building. Use the DataMan in the inventory to remove the Reverse Biaz DataPak. Combine the 
P.C. Hammer DataPak with the DataMan and then look at the DataMan to reveal an access code. Use the panel at the right 
side of the door and enter 45954 to unlock the door. Open the door to enter the office. Use the plant twice to get the desk 
key. Get the letter opener on the desk. Use the desk key on the desk to open the file drawer. Look at the desk to reveal a 
number. Remember this number. Look at the desk again to get a folder of evidence. Look at the folder in the inventory. Use 
the folder on the photocopier to get the photocopied evidence. Put the folder of evidence in the file drawer, the letter opener 
on the desk and the desk key in the plant. Open the left door to enter the bathroom.

Use the shower to travel down to the studio floor. Get the clothes. East. Use the key pad on the middle door and enter the 
number from the file drawer. Open the door to enter the recording studio. Get the reel to reel tape on the middle shelf of the 
equipment rack and use it on the console recorder at the bottom- left corner of the room. Use the volume control six times to 
hear the 2 Live 2 Screw song. Use the recorder to record the song. Use the recorder three times to get the tape. Use the 
microphone. Use the volume control and then talk into the microphone to break the window. Patti  climbs through the 
window and exits the building. The game will switch to Larry.

MIAMI AIRPORT

South. West. Use the cigarette machine to find two quarters. East. Look at the middle advertisement to discover the number 
for Just Green Cards. East. Look at the left advertisement to discover the number for North Beach Limousine. Use the 
quarter in the third phone and dial 554-1272 to call Just Green Cards. Use the second quarter in the third phone and dial 
554-8544 to call a limo. West. South. Get the green card from the bin. Use the limo. Show Doc Pulliam's card to the driver.



DENTAL HYGIENE HEAVEN

Open the top door to enter the waiting room. Get the doily from the table at the bottom-right corner of the room. Use the 
window twice and Alberta will give Larry a form. Answer yes, yes, no, no, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, no, no, no to the 
questions. Use the doily on Larry. Use the window and Larry will see Chi Chi Lambada. Look at Chi Chi and then use the 
hand icon on her button six times. Talk to Chi Chi three times. Use the camcorder in the inventory to turn it on and then 
give her the green card. Chi Chi will invite Larry to her apartment and Larry will record with his camcorder. Open the top 
door to return to the waiting room. Use the phone and dial 554-8544 to call a limo. Exit the waiting room. Use the limo to 
travel to the airport.

MIAMI AIRPORT

Use the ATM and put the AeroDork card in the slot. Select Los Angeles and enter the destination code from the game 
manual. Get the boarding pass and the AeroDork card. Use the doors near the limo to enter the airport. Show the AeroDork 
card to the camera to enter the lounge. Put the boarding pass in the boarding pass machine at the right side of the door.

ENDING

Larry will board the plane and after a while it will start to fall. Press any button six times to turn on auto-pilot. As Patti, use 
the hooter shooter on Bigg to complete the game.

3. Item List

3.1. Larry Item List

AERODORK GOLD CARD
Found on the card imprinter in the filing room at PornProdCorp. It is used on the ATMs at the airports to buy 
the tickets. It is shown to the camera in the airports to enter the lounge.



AERODORK'S IN-FLIGHT MAGAZINE
Found in the seat pocket of the plane after leaving Los Angeles airport. It is used in the inventory to read the 
computer punch card article.

BATTERY CHARGER
Found in the drawer in the workshop at PornProdCorp. It is used on the plug sockets in the airports to charge the 
camcorder.

BLANK VIDEOTAPES
Found on the desk in the workshop at  PornProdCorp.  They are used on the degausser  in the workshop at 
PornProdCorp.

BOARDING PASS
Found after selecting a destination on the ATMs at the airports. It is used on the boarding pass machine in the 
lounge at the airports.

BUSINESS CARD
Found by looking at Chi Chi Lambada's resume in the inventory. It is not used.

CAMCORDER
Available at the start of the game. It is used on the battery charger in the airports. It is combined with an erased 
videotape in the inventory. It is used to record Michelle Milken in the Herman Hollerith room at the Hard Disk 
Cafe. It is used on Ivana in the skate shop on the boardwalk to get the roller skates. It is used to record Lana 
Luscious in the ring at the Tramp Casino. It is used to record Chi Chi Lambada in Dental Hygiene Heaven after 
giving her the green card.

CHI CHI LAMBADA'S RESUME
Found in the filing cabinet in the filing room at PornProdCorp. It is looked at in the inventory to find the 
business card.

CHI CHI LAMBADA'S VIDEOTAPE
Found by turning on the camcorder before giving the green card to Chi Chi Lambada at Dental Hygiene Heaven. 
It is not used.

CREDIT CARDS
Found by using the DayTrotter in the inventory. They are given to Michelle Milken in the Herman Hollerith 
room at the Hard Disk Cafe.

DAYTROTTER
Found in the limo before arriving at the Hard Disk Cafe. It is used in the inventory to find credit cards and 
money. It is given to Michelle Milken in the Herman Hollerith room at the Hard Disk Cafe.

ERASED VIDEOTAPE
Found by using the blank videotapes in the degausser in the workshop at PornProdCorp. They are combined 
with the camcorder in the inventory.

GREEN CARD
Found in the bin outside Miami airport. It is given to Chi Chi Lambada in Dental Hygiene Heaven.

LANA LUSCIOUS' RESUME
Found in the filing cabinet in the filing room at PornProdCorp. It is looked at in the inventory to find the 
matchbook.

LANA LUSCIOUS' VIDEOTAPE
Found by turning on the camcorder before the mud fight at the Tramp Casino. It is not used.



MATCHBOOK
Found by looking at Lana Luscious' resume in the inventory. It  is shown to the limo driver at Atlantic City 
airport.

MICHELLE MILKEN'S RESUME
Found in the filing cabinet in the filing room at PornProdCorp. It is looked at in the inventory to find the napkin.

MICHELLE MILKEN VIDEOTAPE
Found by turning on the camcorder before joining Michelle Milken at the table in the Hard Disk Cafe. It is not  
used.

MONEY
Found by using the DayTrotter in the inventory. It is given to Michelle Milken in the Herman Hollerith room at 
the Hard Disk Cafe.

NAPKIN
Found by looking at Michelle Milken's resume in the inventory. It is shown to the limo driver at New York 
airport.

QUARTER
Found in the charity cannister at New York airport. It is used on the left phone at the airport to call a limo.

QUARTER
Found by using the second slot machine at Atlantic City airport. It is used on the second phone at the airport to 
call a limo.

QUARTERS
Found by using the cigarette machine at Miami airport. They are used on the third phone at the airport to call 
Just Green Cards and a limo.

ROLLER SKATES
Found by giving the camcorder to Ivana in the skate shop on the boardwalk. They are used on Larry to meet 
Lana Luscious on the boardwalk. The skates are given to Ivana to get the camcorder.

SILVER DOLLAR
Ten silver dollars are found by talking to Cheri twice outside the Tramp Casino. More can be won by using the 
poker machine in the casino. They are given to the bouncer in the casino.

3.2. Patti Item List

CASSETTE TAPE
After playing the keyboard at the Shill Building, the cassette tape is found by giving the champagne to Reverse 
Biaz. It is not used.

CHAMPAGNE
Found in the limo outside the FBI laboratory. After playing the keyboard at the Shill Building, it is given to 
Reverse Biaz.

DATAMAN
Found on the workbench in the FBI laboratory. It is combined with the Reverse Biaz DataPak in the inventory 
and is shown to the limo driver outside the FBI laboratory to drive to the Shill building. It is combined with the 
P.C. Hammer DataPak in the inventory and is looked at in the inventory to reveal the code for the office at K-
RAP Radio.

DESK KEY
Found by using the plant twice in the office at K-RAP Radio. It is used on the desk in the office. It is then put 
back in the plant.



FOLDER OF EVIDENCE
Found in the desk drawer in the office at K-RAP Radio. It is used on the photocopier in the office. It is then put 
back in the desk drawer.

GOLD RECORD
Found in the waiting room in the Shill Building. It is used on the turntable in the waiting room.

HOOTER SHOOTER
Found on the workbench in the FBI laboratory. It is worn by Patti. It is used on Bigg.

LETTER OPENER
Found on the desk in the office at K-RAP Radio. It is put back on the desk.

P.C. HAMMER DATAPAK
Found on the workbench in the FBI laboratory. It is combined with the DataMan in the inventory.

P.C. HAMMER FAX
Found after calling Desmond from the phone in the limo outside the FBI laboratory.

PHOTOCOPIED EVIDENCE
Found by using the folder of evidence on the photocopier in the office at K-RAP Radio. It is not used.

REEL TO REEL TAPE
Found on the shelf in the recording studio at K-RAP Radio. It is used on the console recorder in the recording 
studio.

REVERSE BIAZ DATAPAK
Found on the workbench in the FBI laboratory. It is combined with the DataMan in the inventory. It is shown to 
the limo driver outside the Shill Building.

REVERSE BIAZ FAX
Found after calling Desmond from the phone in the limo outside the FBI laboratory. It is shown to the guard in 
the Shill Building.

4. Point List

TOTAL    POINTS    ACTION
1        1         Use the coffee machine.
2        1         Give the coffee to Scruemall.
3        1         Look at the plastic model.
4        1         Use the water cooler.
9        5         Use the radio.
17       8         Get the battery charger.
18       1         Use the disinfectant barrel.
24       6         Get the tapes.
30       6         Use the tapes on the degauuser.
35       5         Get the AeroDork card.
43       8         Get the resumes.
44       1         Look at Michelle Milken's resume.
45       1         Look at Lana Luscious' resume.
46       1         Look at Chi Chi Lambada's resume.
47       1         Look at the business card.
48       1         Look at the statue.
52       4         Get the boarding pass.
60       8         Use the battery charger on the plug socket.



63       3         Use the camcorder on the battery charger.
64       1         Get the camcorder.
73       9         Show the AeroDork cad to the camera.
80       7         Put the boarding pass in the boarding pass machine.
91       3         Look at the left scientist.
94       3         Look at the right scientist.
95       1         Get the contact telephone number.
98       3         Look at the scientist.
111      13        Get the P.C. Hammer fax.
124      13        Get the Reverse Bias fax.
130      6         Get the hooter shooter.
132      2         Look at the hooter shooter.
137      5         Use the hooter shooter on Patti.
142      5         Get the DataMan.
148      6         Get the champagne.
155      7         Combine the Reverse Biaz DataPak with the DataMan.
163      8         Show the DataMan to the limo driver.
164      1         Look at the Checker Limo Co advertisement.
169      5         Get the quarter.
172      3         Call a limo.
184      12        Get the DayTrotter.
195      11        Use the DayTrotter.
196      1         Walk behind the plant.
199      3         Talk to the maitre d' nine times.
203      4         Get the membership tape.
206      3         Wait for Michelle Milken.
211      5         Use the AeroDork magazine.
223      12        Use the membership tape on the musicbox.
235      12        Use the membership tape on the tape reader.
239      4         Combine the videotape with the camcorder.
243      4         Turn on the camcorder.
248      5         Give the DayTrotter to Milken.
253      5         Give the credit cards to Milken.
258      5         Give the money to Milken.
278      20        Record Milken with the camcorder.
318      40        Get the Milken videotape.
320      2         Call a limo.
324      4         Get the boarding pass.
327      3         Look at des Rever Records on the lobby directory.
333      6         Show the Reverse Biaz fax to the guard.
345      12        Get the gold record.
348      3         Play the record forwards at normal speed.
351      3         Play the record in reverse at normal speed.
354      3         Play the record forwards at fast speed.
357      3         Play the record in reverse at fast speed.
365      8         Use the keyboard.
405      40        Give the champagne to Reverse Biaz.
423      18        Get the tape.
428      5         Get the quarter.
429      1         Look at the Tramp Limo Service advertisement.
432      3         Call a limo.
434      2         Talk to Cheri twice.
438      4         Use the poker machine.
446      8         Look at the woman on the stage.
454      8         Give the camcorder to Ivana.
457      3         Use the roller skates on Larry.
463      6         Skate into Lana Luscious.
465      2         Talk to Luscious five times.



468      3         Give the roller skates to Ivana.
480      12        Pay for the mud fight.
520      40        Complete the mud fight.
540      20        Record the mud fight with the camcorder.
542      2         Call a limo.
546      4         Get the boarding pass.
547      1         Look at the DataMak with the P.C. Hammer DataPak.
548      1         Open the door.
558      10        Get the desk key.
562      4         Get the letter opener.
575      13        Use the desk key on the desk.
580      5         Look at the desk.
585      5         Get the folder of evidence.
589      4         Look at the folder of evidence.
601      12        Use the folder of evidence on the photocopier.
608      7         Use the shower.
609      1         Get the clothes.
613      4         Get the reel to reel tape.
621      8         Use the volume control six times.
625      4         Use the recorder.
632      7         Use the recorder three times.
647      15        Break the window.
652      5         Use the cigarette machine.
653      1         Look at the Just Green Cards advertisement.
654      1         Look at the North Beach Limousine advertisement.
661      7         Call Just Green Cards.
664      3         Call a limo.
676      12        Get the green card.
681      5         Get the doily.
694      13        Answer the questions.
702      8         Use the doily on Larry.
719      17        Use the window.
721      2         Use the hand icon on Lambada six times.
736      15        Give the green card to Lambada.
776      40        Record Chi Chi Lambada.
796      20        Get the Lambada videotape.
800      4         Get the boarding pass.
900      100       Turn on the auto-pilot.
1000     100       Use the hooter shooter on Bigg.
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